Level 4 Hallway / Stair #3 Closure
Closed: 5/31/22
Reopened: 6/29/22

Stair #3 Doorway Closed & Temporary Wall Partition to allow for new wall construction
NO ACCESS TO LEVEL 4 during this work through this Stairwell

Door to be blocked/secured. Signage installed to direct occupants to Stair 6 for egress

Signage will be posted 1 week in advance of work at all elevator lobbies along with Stair #3 and Stair #6. We will also post signage inside West Wing areas to identify egress paths to Stair #6.

Level 4 West Access During Ramp & Stair #3 Closure
Approximately 5/31/22 thru 6/29/22
Levels 2W

Existing Temporary Drywall Partition

Remove Infill Floor
Refer to Structure
Level 5 Ramp / Stair #3 Closure
Closed: 5/31/22
Reopened: 7/30/22

Stair #3 Doorway Closed & Temporary Wall Partition to allow for new wall construction
NO ACCESS TO LEVEL 5 during this work through this Stairwell

Door to be blocked/secured. Signage installed to direct occupants to Stair 6 for egress

Signage will be posted 1 week in advance of work at all elevator lobbies along with Stair #3 and Stair #6. We will also post signage inside West Wing areas to identify egress paths to Stair #6.

Install Temporary Drywall Partition

Level 5 West Access During Ramp & Stair #3 Closure
Approximately 5/31/22 thru 7/30/22
Levels 2W

Existing Partition & Temporary Construction Doorway
Construction Area

REMOVE INFILL FLOOR
REFER TO STRUCTURAL D
REMOVE WALL AT ASSOCIATED FINISH FUTURE CORE AT

STAIR 5
W5ST6
197 SF

STAIR 6
W6ST6
284 SF

Ramp Logistics
Level 5 West
Construction Phase
**Level 6 Ramp / Stair #3 Closure**
Closed: 6/23/22
Reopened: 8/24/22

**Existing Partition & Temporary Construction Doorway**
**Stair #3 Doorway Closed & Temporary Wall Partition to allow for new wall construction**
**NO ACCESS TO LEVEL 6 during this work through this Stairwell**

**Barricade Installed to protect work area. Signage installed to direct occupants to Stair 6 for egress**

**Level 6 West Access During Ramp & Stair #3 Closure**
Approximately 6/23/22 thru 8/24/22
Levels 2W

**Install Temporary Drywall Partition**

**Remove Infill Floor**
**Refer to Structural Dwgs**

**Demolish Existing Floor**
**Refer to Structural Dwgs**

**Signage will be posted 1 week in advance of work at all elevator lobbies along with Stair #3 and Stair #6. We will also post signage inside West Wing areas to identify egress paths to Stair #6.**

**Construction Area**

**Level 6 West Access During Ramp & Stair #3 Closure**
Approximately 6/23/22 thru 8/24/22
Levels 2W

**Barricade Installed to protect work area. Signage installed to direct occupants to Stair 6 for egress**
Level 7 Ramp / Stair #3 Closure
Closed: 7/11/22
Reopened: 8/24/22
*No Access Needed for Level 7 West*

Barricade Installed to protect work area. Signage installed to direct anyone to Stair 6 for egress while up on the roof.

Level 7 West Access During Ramp & Stair #3 Closure
No access to Level 7 West required due to it being roof area.

Stair #3 Doorway Closed & Temporary Wall Partition to allow for new wall construction during this work through this Stairwell

NO ACCESS TO LEVEL 7 during this work through this Stairwell

Full removal Steel Dunnage Structure DISCONNECT BEAMS FROM PARAPET STRUCTURE

Demolish Existing Mechanical Piping AND ASSOCIATED HANGERS AND SUPPORTS

Patch and Repair Floor and Wall Penetrations

Demolish Existing Ductwork

Remove Existing Roofing Ballast

Remove Existing Metal Coping

Existing Partition & Temporary Construction Doorway

Signage will be posted 1 week in advance of work at all elevator lobbies along with Stair #3 and Stair #6. We will also post signage inside West Wing areas to identify egress paths to Stair #6.

Signage will be posted 1 week in advance at all elevator lobbies along with Stair #3 and Stair #6. We will also post signage inside West Wing areas to identify egress paths to Stair #6.

Level 7 West Access During Ramp & Stair #3 Closure
No access to Level 7 West required due to it being roof area.
AFTER RAMP INFILL
Reopened: 6/29/22
-Level 4 West Reopened
-Stair #3 Reopened

Notes:
-Temporary Walls will be in place around current elevator #3.
-Temporary Wall will be in place to block access to New Core Addition
-Stair #3 will be opened back up (match current condition)
NOTES:
- Temporary Walls will be in place around current elevator #3.
- Temporary wall at top of ramp to block public access to new core addition.
- Stair #3 will require a temporary condition to make sure that its accessible from existing elevator lobby.
- New ramp area will have flooring installed (temporary or permanent tile).
- New ramp area will be in a temporary condition. No ceiling will be installed yet and temporary lighting will be installed. (New work will occur as finishes are done in New Core Addition).
AFTER RAMP INFILL
Reopened 8/24/22
-Level 6 West Reopened
-New Ramp opened
-Stair #3 Reopened

Notes:
- Temporary Walls will be in place around current elevator #3.
- Temporary wall at top of ramp to block public access to new core addition
- Stair #3 - will require a temporary condition to make sure that its accessible from existing elevator lobby
- New ramp area will have flooring installed (temporary or permanent tile)
- New ramp area will be in a temporary condition. No ceiling will be installed yet and temporary lighting will be installed. (New work will occur as finishes are done in New Core Addition)

**Temporary Drywall Partitions**

**Construction Area**

**Level 6W Reopened**

**STAIR #3**

**Elevator #1 Operational**

**Elevator #2 Operational**

**Notes:**
- Temporary Walls will be in place around current elevator #3.
- Temporary wall at top of ramp to block public access to new core addition
- Stair #3 - will require a temporary condition to make sure that its accessible from existing elevator lobby
- New ramp area will have flooring installed (temporary or permanent tile)
- New ramp area will be in a temporary condition. No ceiling will be installed yet and temporary lighting will be installed. (New work will occur as finishes are done in New Core Addition)
NOTE: STAIR #3 WILL BE OPEN BACK UP AFTER RAMP INFILL WORK. HOWEVER, RAMP LANDING STAIRCASE WILL NOT BE INSTALLED DUE TO ITS LOCATION WITH EXISTING STAIR #3 DOORWAY. WILL HAVE TO COORDINATE TRANSITION BETWEEN STAIRWELL LANDING & EXISTING HALLWAY.